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ed- - The variation in appearance
from the genuine ground coffee

will be sufficient index of stTspect

ed adulteration.
Again, if ground jcoffee be adul

terated with chicory it may b(

roughly determined by soaking
the ground coffee in water anc'
Setting aside. Pure ground cof
fee contains a large quantity o
oil and "many oi. the particles of
the coffee will float on the sur
face of the cold water. Practic-
ally all the adulterants used ii

coffee have little oil and thest
will be found in the bottom.

A better test is to sorinkle the
ground coffee, a few grains at i
time, on the surface of a glass of
water. The chicory particles, be-

ing heavier than water, will sink
and leave a brownish streak
which is easily detected.

Eggs are also easily detected
as to age and freshness by "can-

dling," a fresh egg showing in
the transmitted light a uniform
rose tint, while an egg that is
passe, will usually show spots and
lines and the light will not be uni-

form.
A most excellent detection of

fresh eggs is to make a solution
of salt containing 10 pounds of
salt in 100 oounds of the solution,
orMn other words, a 10 per centt
solution. A pertectly tresn egg
will sink in this solution; an egg
that is over a week old will float.
The portion of the egg project-
ing above the surface' of the water
is a good index of ,the age; those
which have been kept longest will
have the greater portion exposed
above the surface of the water.
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Genuine butter may be distin-uishe- d

from renovated butter by
lacing in a teaspoon and hea
g it over a lamp to the boiling

)bint, stirring with a splinter o
vood. It should be held in the?

(eat Until themass begins to boil
nd should be thoroughly stirred,
ncluding ther parts about the
dges.

Oleomargarine and renovated
mtter boil noisily, sputtering
nore or less and produces no
"oam, or only a little which does
lot persist. Genuine burster boils
tfith very much less sputtering
and produces an abundance of
foam which persists for some
time.

If vinegar is evaporated slowly
m drvness. beiner careful not to
burn, but at a temperature of
boiling water, or below, a good
idea can be had of its source.

The residue of a cider vinegar
has the peculiar odor of the ap-

ple; that made from malt will
give the characteristic odor of
malt. If vinegar be made by the
oxidation of distilled alcohol the
color of the residue will show up
very dark or almost black, and
the odor will be entirely distinct
from that of .the other sources
mentioned.

In general thchousewife should
carefully study the more dis-

tinctive properties of all kinds of
foods and beverages used on the
table. This will develop a keen
sense of disenminatibrf, which
will prove of constant' value.

fDr. Wilev's next article will
explain simple chemical tests for
adulteration.)
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